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The “Babushka Boi” rapper, 32, even recently called Rihanna “the one” and the “love of [his] life.” To prove her affection, Rih subsequently covered the matching shark tattoo she had with ex-boyfriend ...
Rihanna channels ‘Like a Virgin’-era Madonna in lacy lingerie and pearls
And Rebecca Judd, 38, proved her style credentials yet again on Wednesday night as she visited Melbourne 's trendy Society Restaurant in a designer outfit worth over $11,000. Posting to Instagram ...
Bec Judd enjoys a night on the town in Melbourne in $11,000 designer outfit
red and black lace and turquoise Brazilian diamontè ... but Kate wasn’t keen For more parenting related stories, this stranger left a stressed mum with crying baby a note on her car ...
Mum in hospital asks her son to bring her some clean knickers & is mortified by what he turns up with
Jordyn Woods displayed her knack for color coordination this week, utilizing fashion’s most popular hue for a sleek casual look. The socialite donned a cropped green T-shirt, paired with lace-up jeans ...
Jordyn Woods is Glam in Green in Fluffy Mules, Lace-Up Jeans and Bottega Veneta Bag
The actress, 54, posed alongside her billionaire businessman husband François-Henri Pinault, 59, who looked dapper in a charcoal grey suit and navy blue tie.
Salma Hayek cuts a glamorous figure in a flowing purple dress at Paris Fashion Week
ONE of those “over 50s” catalogues dropped through my letterbox the other day. And it was full of sludge-coloured elasticated trousers and sturdy Velcro shoes. It went straight in the bin with all ...
I’ll wear what I want at 50, I’m confident and no-one will ever tell me I’m too old for fashion, says Jane Moore
This week, both Kourtney Kardashian and Lipa have shared snaps on Instagram wearing the same GCDS string bikini. It's veryyy cute (and sadly sold out), so we can absolutely see why they both snapped ...
So Dua Lipa and Kourtney Kardashian are bikini twins now, and it's everything
Taking to social media, the mum-of-seven shared a photo of the black lace crop top she ordered ... Constance, who is no stranger to unrelenting abuse online, said the pain of being “one of ...
Constance Hall shares ‘relatable’ online shopping fail
Hilton opted to beat the heat in a romantic white floral lace midi dress, featuring a tiered skirt and ... The duo made a complementary pair in their opposing monochrome outfits (Nicky wore all-black) ...
Paris Hilton Puts a Romantic Twist on Summer Whites in Lace Dress and Studded Valentino Pumps
In these awesome upcoming science fiction and fantasy releases, you’ll be able to take a hike with a robot, visit a city ruled by cannibal nuns, or tour a future where the remnants of humanity live on ...
35 Amazing Fantasy Books Coming Out This Summer
Looking for outfit ideas? Take notes from Korean drama star and leading lady Kim Go-eun who's known for her minimalist yet chic fashion choices.
Kim Go-Eun: 10 Stylish Outfits That Prove She's A Style Icon
No stranger to controversy when it comes to her fashion choices, the business woman and reality star chose to wear a white lace dress that ... later seen wearing a black leather blazer as well ...
Kim Kardashian tests Vatican dress code in revealing dress
Jordyn Woods hit the beach in style this week, thanks to a colorful cover-up and chunky black slides. Jordyn Woods is Glam in Green in Fluffy Mules, Lace-Up ... model is no stranger to a ...
Jordyn Woods Is Ready for the Beach in a Bikini, Colorful Knit Cover-Up and Chunky Black Slides
So when I get invited, whether by family and friends or strangers ... them lace themselves into full-on dashiki levels of attire they haven't worn since Chadwick Boseman's "Black Panther ...
How are we supposed to celebrate July 4 after Juneteenth?
A post shared by HEIR JORDYN (@jordynwoods) A post shared by HEIR JORDYN (@jordynwoods) The model is no stranger to a matching look; this summer, she’s worn two all-black dresses with ...
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